
Claim Your Spot on the Bored Yachts! 
Get exclusive membership access to luxury yachting experiences whilst helping 

build a sea-focused charity foundation!
 

Yachting - for - Good



BORED YACHTS CLUB:

YACHTING DONE RIGHT!

A YACHT CLUB FOR THE DIGITAL AGE 

Monetizing a luxurious experience into a sustainable 
sea charity whilst giving members unique 
experiences, at a discount.

Bored Yachts is an exclusive club built to monetize 
luxurious yachts, with proceeds going to charities.
It should be an innovative play to give members 
access to a private marketplace of unique offers on 
luxury yachts available to charter for a just cause.



Bored Yachts is aimed at inspiring yachts owners, 
boaters, fans, and charities to come together and 
offer an unparalleled yachting experience.

The club aims to expand the Bored Fleet into a 
decentralized yachting community operating 
globally. As the club grows, so does the outreach 
from national to international. This will create 
opportunities for members to engage, 
communicate, and grow. 



The club has a unique yachting-for-good model with 
a Decentralized Autonomous Organization (DAO).
With a Foundation at its center, YachtCoinDAO 
focuses on developing and promoting sustainable 
solutions to enjoy the seas.

Bored Yachts deals in its exclusive coin, the 
YachtCoin, on a real-life verse that takes yachting to 
the next level. Users can use the YachtCoin during 
events, experiences, and more.



The idea, created by John Blackeye, Bored Ape Yacht Club (“BAYC”) member #634 and owner of Motor 

Yacht Lady Amanda, is all set to take the Web3 space by storm. The NFT collection at Bored Yachts will 

give users access to countless yachting experiences and events.

Members will be able to join a Web3 community and jump on yachts from one side of the planet to 

the other while taking part in engaging occasions.

YACHTING IS AN 8 BILLION $ MARKET

It’s not about the boat, it’s about the lifestyle.  

YACHTING BENEFITS
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THE RISE OF THE YACHTVERSE

The Yachting-for-Good model 

combines a unique match in the 

yachting industry, between thousands 

of available yachts and their fans, to 

fund long-term sustainable solutions 

for enjoying the seas.

With the growth of Non 

Fungible Tokens (NFT) and 

cryptocurrencies, the world 

has realized the value of 

gathering a strong community 

around projects.

The Bored Yachts is bringing 

luxury yachting utility into the 

NFT space whilst incentivizing 

yacht owners (the Bored Fleet) 

to provide access to their boats.

Using resources to target strategic 

partnerships and grow the presence of 

yachts in national and international 

waters, Yachtcoin and its DAO play a 

role of a game-changer in 

crypto-tokenomics.



THE RISE OF THE YACHTVERSE

Bored Yachts rolls with the epic token Yachtcoin. It envisions 
becoming a decentralized currency for yacht operators, 
participants, tourists, merchants, job seekers, NFT holders, 
and members of the DAO community.

There is a total of 10,000,000,000 Yachtcoins. 25% of the 
Yachtcoin supply will be airdropped to NFT Pass Holders, 25% 
will be used to reward the ecosystem partners and service 
providers, and the remaining coins will be a Treasury Reserve
for the DAO, to be distributed for projects promoting 
sustainable development.

Yachtcoin has a variety of use cases allowing holders to use it 
for leisure or to participate in the DAO token economy. 
Yachtcoins can be accepted as a form of payment for yachting 
experiences and events, and will represent your vote in the 
DAO decisions on governance.

As the project’s success grows, an economy of scale can be 
observed because of increased adoption, which can lead to 
common goals of living at sea using a theme based currency 
that allows for enhanced governance and funding models to 
support life at sea.



WHAT MAKES THE YACHTCOIN SO EPIC?
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It is the proposed currency for the 

marketplace of the Bored Fleet. 

It will continue to grow in scale with the 

development of the Yachtverse, which 

includes yachting at sea.

Yachtcoins can be used for remuneration 

under the Bored Jobs segment.

It is a great way to leverage the value of 

the dollar for paying for yachting 

experiences.

Yachtcoins can be earned as a form of loyalty, 

like frequent flyer miles, where purchases 

from the club’s partners are eligible for 

rewards.



YACHTCOIN DAO & YACHTVERSE

The Yachtcoin DAO will be part of the Yachtcoin 

Foundation, a decentralized foundation for the Bored 

Yachts community focused on sustainable sea living. 

Yachtcoins are the representative form of 

governance used to submit and vote on 

proposals. A fixed supply of 10,000,000,000 

coins.

Earned by stacking the Bored Yachts NFTs, 

airdrops, competitions, and fulfilling tasks 

with the Bored jobs.

YACHT
VERSE
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A TRUE YACHT CLUB WITH PREMIUM 

BENEFITS FOR ALL!

The club’s membership will be represented by an NFT pass, with three 
levels: flipper, deckhand, and sailor.  

The higher the pass, the higher the amount of Yachtcoin users will 
receive and enjoy the Yachtverse access and experiences.

THE PASSES AND 

THEIR YACHTCOINS 

WILL GIVE:

THE PASSES AND 

THEIR YACHTCOINS 

WILL GIVE:

Stacking for the YachtCoin.

Access to an exclusive community of luxury yachting. 

Access to the Bored fleet on charity-focused yachting 
experiences worldwide.

Custom merchandise and discounts on all things yachting.

Yacht owners who join the Bored Fleet will get a Yacht pass NFT 
reward for participating in the ecosystem. 

Rewards for completing Bored jobs requested by the community 
or voted by the DAO; Participation in treasure hunts, raffles, and 
contests.



BENEFITS FOR YACHT OWNERS

Yacht owners can offer days/weeks on their Yacht in a static or dynamic configuration. The 
benefits include but are not limited to:

Creating a 1 of 1 NFT that will be placed up for
sale to the Bored Yachts people group.

Accessing a client base focused on sustainable
yachting experiences.

Keeping some coins to cover part of their
fixed expenses.

Lending an unused resource for a more 
noteworthy cause.

Utilizing the YachtCoins as rewards for their clients;
they would exchange for utility in any yacht of the 
Bored Fleet.



BENEFITS FOR YACHT CHARTERERS

Yacht charterers would have their yacht utility in the form of an 

NFT. It allows potential cancellation facilities through market 

resale and ease of transfer.

Members can earn Yachtcoin loyalty rewards and monetize on 

any Bored yacht. A yachting experience spent for charity 

provides a superior feeling to traditional yacht charters, as 

charterers enjoy their stay while knowing their pleasure is 

serving just a cause.

WHAT’S IN IT FOR THE YACHT BROKERS?

Yacht brokers can offer 

their existing clients 

access to an untapped 

market of new yachts. 

This will bring them 

additional revenues, 

which can be used or 

donated to charity.

They can improve their 

customer relationship 

by offering yachting 

experiences with an 

impact.



THE PILLARS OF BORED YACHTS  

YACHT OWNERS, CHARTERERS, 

AND BROKERS

The club works with outside yacht owners, agents, and 

communities utilizing Yachtcoin.

Yachts owners are incentivized by accepting YachtCoin and 

tapping into a new market of the club’s community. It is also 

a unique way to indirectly help the Yachtcoin DAO 

Foundation.

 

Yacht charterers have a unique yachting-for-good experience 

by enjoying a supreme experience whilst knowing that they 

are funding sustainable ways to enjoy the seas.

The Bored Jobs are also a way for yacht fans to win Yachtcoin 

rewards by completing tasks voted on by the community.

Yacht brokers and partners are the pillars of the ecosystem, as 

they will allow the community to find and match each other 

within the Bored Fleet.



Bored Yacht Club — Lucrative. Practical.
Has Something for Everyone. 
UNLEASHING THE BORED JOBS

Bored Jobs is a place for yacht owners and Bored Yachts members to 
engage each other in developing businesses relating to sea-faring and 
yachting within the Yachtverse. Using Yachtcoins as the native currency, 
members can post jobs, bid on jobs, apply for jobs, make trades, and 
engage in other business activities upon the platform as part of a growth 
strategy for Yachtcoins adoption and service rendering in the Yachtverse. 

This will boost yacht owners 
to monetize their assets by 
placing them in the Bored 
Yachts marketplace.

Reserves raised can be 
utilized by the DAO to fund 
member charities or the 
YachtCoinDAO Foundation 
partners.

The noble cause has one 
more massive impact on 
the hierarchical framework 
inside Bored Yachts, as the 
occasion continues can be 
given to a worthy mission.



CHARITIES WORKING TO SAVE THE SEAS CAN BENEFIT 

FROM THE YACHTCOINDAO:

OCEANA
SEA LIFE

TRUST 
CORAL REEF 

ALLIANCE

OCEAN 

CONSERVANCY 

BLUE MARINE 

FOUNDATION 

PADI AWARE 

FOUNDATION 

THE MARINE 

MAMMAL 

CENTER 

SURFRIDER 

FOUNDATION 

MARINE 

CONSERVATION 

INSTITUTE 



JOIN THE ELITE COMMUNITY 

John Blackeye is a member of the Bored Ape Yacht Club, where he 
found the inspiration for Bored Yachts.

This OG club has been home to some great names, including Serena 
Williams, Shaquille O’Neil, Justin Bieber, Marc Cuban, Steph Curry, Lil 
Baby, Jimmy Fallon, Paris Hilton, Post Malone, DJ Khaled, Future, 
Diplo, Snoop Dogg, Eminem, Steve Aoki, Meek Mil, Raoul, Neymar, 
Eminem, Travis Barker, Gwyneth Paltrow, Logan Paul, The Chain-
smokers, Dez Bryant, Rolling Stones, Ben Simmons, Von Miller, etc. 

It also has a list of crypto figures, including Ivan Soto-Wright, 
Pranksy, JRNY crypto, Alexis Ohanian, Faze Banks, Deepak, Gary Vee, 
Taylor Gerring, Garry Tan, Roham, etc. 

BAYC is famous for its international exposure. Building on the theme 
of BAYC, Bored Yachts has created an expansive model where NFTs 
can have real-world use cases for yachting trips and experiences.



Bored Yachts will leverage on BAYC’s strong community to build a base of strong 

and active members. This concept is catching on, as other BAYC holders have 

developed projects based on their unique NFTs:

Kingship: 

Universal set up a band of 4 BAYC 

NFTs. John Blackeye uses a similar 

marketing strategy by leveraging 

the BAYC brand and community.

Jenkins the Valet:

Like Kingship, this project is 

leveraging the BAYC 

community and brand to 

write a collaborative book. 

Bored & Hungry: 

Burger joint owner uses his 

Ape as a marketing brand 

for his restaurant. People 

come to eat at his place for 

the merch.



ACHIEVING MILESTONES, ONE DAY AT A TIME 

Bored Yachts has already achieved many significant 
milestones in its development timeline and has created a 
simplified Roadmap to outline its ongoing and future 
developments. The most important milestone to date is the 
tokenization of Lady Amanda, the proof-of-concept yacht of 
the club.

Establish a Discord Community

Continue to develop the https://www.boredyachts.club/

Begin Pre-Registration for NFT Pass Sales

Begin Blockchain Development of the NFTs and DAO 
Interface

Mint NFTs to the Blockchain and Sell them to the selected 
members.

Continue Community Growth through contests, events, 
and Bored Jobs

Expand Bored Yachts Club Fleet through networking and 
marketing

Initiate partnership options with BAYC, Charities, and 
Yacht Owners

Begin development of the Yachtverse

Continue marketing and operations to grow the DAO and 
Yachtverse.

In the long run, as the project grows, Bored Yachts 
will expand into Marinas and Seasteading.



You can get started by going to our website 

https://www.boredyachts.club/ and joining the Discord and 

Twitter community. You will find the registration process for 

getting your first Bored Yachts Club NFT! 

Joining the club has many perks, including the real-world 

use-case value of the NFTs and the Yachtcoins themselves, 

which can be bought and sold on the public markets!

WHY LURK IN THE SHADOWS WHEN YOU CAN 

JOIN THE MAJOR LEAGUES? 

www.boredyachts.club

For yacht owners, brokers or fans, the best place to start a journey in the

web3 space is by building strong connections. As for NFT fans searching for

utility, this is a unique access to a premium luxurious yachting experience.



BYC DISCLAIMER ALERT!

The Fungible and Non-Fungible Token distributed are not a venture or security. The Tokens don’t 

address a case against the Guarantor for financial reimbursement, nor do holders have a lawsuit 

against the Backer for the installment of interest or a part of the Guarantor’s income. Tokens or 

different resources might lose their entire worth inferable from various conditions.

The Guarantor will bend backward to get the Token recorded on a cryptocurrency trade or 

exchanging platform, yet this can’t be ensured. Until a posting is finished, token holders can sell 

tokens on a reciprocal premise. 

Token procurement is just planned for experienced people who can break down the dangers, 

especially those associated with fundamental innovation, and who possess the ability to bear any 

misfortunes.

Therefore, potential financial backers ought to guarantee they comprehend the design of the Tokens 

as well as the dangers associated with them before buying into or, in any case getting any Tokens.

People ought to autonomously survey any possible dangers before buying Yachtcoin Token, look for 

exhortation on the monetary, lawful, administrative, and charge ramifications of Yachtcoin Token 

buying, and talk with their own speculation, legitimate, duty, bookkeeping, or different consultants to 

break down the expected benefits, gambles, and other outcomes of buying Yachtcoin Token.

Before gaining Tokens, holders ought to peruse the white paper, visit the site, read the FAQs, and 

concentrate on some other available data sources. They ought to pose any inquiries they might have.              


